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Mission & Vision
The mission of the department is to promote and 
protect the health and well-being of  Alaskans.

This authority is outlined in Article 7, Sections 4 and 5 
of the Constitution of the State of  Alaska.

• Department Home and Resource Links
• http://dhss.alaska.gov

• Constitutional Authority – Article 7, Sections 4 and 5:
• https://ltgov.alaska.gov/information/alaskas-constitution/

• Duties of the Department
• http://www.legis.state.ak.us/basis/statutes.asp#47.05

Department of Health & Social Services 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Adam to add his vision verbally

http://dhss.alaska.gov/
https://ltgov.alaska.gov/information/alaskas-constitution/
http://www.legis.state.ak.us/basis/statutes.asp#47.05
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Department of Health and Social Services FY2020 
Operating Budget: Core Services Alignment

DHSS Department Overview
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Presentation Notes
Sana to explain slideAdam to discuss goal of reductionsDiscuss difficulty of prioritizing services in a ranked number list due to all services being statutorily or constitutionally required.
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DHSS FY2020 Operating Budget

DHSS Department Overview
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Alaska Pioneer Homes 
• Providing elder Alaskans a home and 

community, celebrating life through its final 
breath.

• Clinton Lasley – Director
• 611 Positions

• $79,104.0 ($16,405.1 UGF) – DHSS FY2020 
Operating Budget

DHSS Department Overview
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Alaska Pioneer Homes Highlights
• 9 new beds in the Anchorage Pioneer Home

• Serving senior 65 years and older with dementia and 
complex behaviors

• Providing services to seniors that are inappropriately 
placed in emergency rooms or at the Alaska 
Psychiatric Institute

• Transitioning 14 beds at the Alaska Veterans and 
Pioneer Home to Veterans Skilled classification

• Increasing VA per diem reimbursement from $47.36 to 
$107.16 per day.

• Goal is to be certified within the next 30 days.

DHSS Department Overview
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New beds in Anchorage Pioneer Home - (Potential to build out a neighborhood in Fairbanks as needs increase)Serving Seniors 65 years and older with Dementia and Complex Behaviors.  Awake excessive hours – 20 hours of pacingWondering without purposePhysical AggressionCombative during toileting or showersProperty DamageExcessive ElopementBitingSelf-InjuryProvide services to seniors that are inappropriately placed in emergency rooms or at the Alaska Psychiatric Institute do to:behaviors that are so complex that they are outside the range of expertise of local caregivers and providers, or available treatment has been exhausted without success for the individual Other highlights The Division has set an expectation to reach and sustain 95% occupancy across the division by July 1, 2019.Exploring the feasibility to contract out hospitality services (Food, Laundry, and Housekeeping) at all six homes.  These services have been contracted out at the Juneau Pioneer Home since it was opened in 1988.75% of elders on the active waitlist require 24/7 nursing services.57% of elders have a dementia diagnosis.Average number of Meds given per elder 11.8, Giving 17,000 baths a year, Nearly 500,000 elder meals per year served.Dept. of Labor reports that Alaskans 65 and over will nearly double within the next 15 years.  There is already a shortage of long term care within the state.



Alaska Psychiatric Institute
• To provide emergency and court-ordered 

inpatient psychiatric services in a safe 
environment using culturally-sensitive, effective, 
person-centered treatment followed by a referral 
to an appropriate level of care and support for 
recovery from mental illness.

• Reporting Directly to Deputy Commissioner Wall
• 0 Positions

• $33,655.5 ($7,313.4 UGF) – DHSS FY2020 
Operating Budget

DHSS Department Overview
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DC Wall shared a lot of information on February 13th to the committee.Certification/License updateCMS certifies that providers have deemed status (certification) which allows the provider to participate in federal programs.  If they do not comply with the conditions of participation, they can lose that certification.  When an investigation, also called a survey, identifies a provider operating in non-compliance with their conditions of participation, they give them a chance to fix the problem through a Plan of Correction.  The provider has a specific period of time (90 days extended to 180 max) with which to comply.  If they fail, CMS de-certifies them.  In this case, as API put together a Plan of Correction that was accepted by CMS, we have not lost our certification.  We have until the middle of May to show compliance. Secondly, CMS does not license providers.  That is a state authority.  It does tie together in a type of cascade effect as follows: CMS certification has impact on accreditation (Joint Commission) which has impact on Licensure (State.)  API is currently operating on a Provisional License until June 30. We consider transparency through this process to be of utmost importance, which is why we have created a continuously updated website where we post information frequently.  Quite often, these documents are posted and made available to everyone when we respond to an individual’s public records request. We are not just posting Wellpath-related documents.  We are also making available documents regarding the operations of API and the behavioral health continuum of care, such as:Minutes from prior API Governing Body meetingsDocuments from the Emergency Operations Center Psychiatric Care Capacity ResponseForensic Feasibility Study Phase 1 Draft ReportCertificates of Need for other hospitalsCMS statements of deficiencies and plans of correction These documents are easily accessible to the public and the media.  We have a dedicated point of contact, api.info@alaska.gov, so that people can be sure that their questions are heard and addressed by the proper subject matter experts.



Division of Behavioral Health
• Manage an integrated and comprehensive 

behavioral health system based on sound policy, 
effective practices and open partnerships.

• Gennifer Moreau-Johnson – Acting Director
• 109 Positions

• $103,861.5 ($51,403.4 UGF) – DHSS FY2020 
Operating Budget

DHSS Department Overview
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Alaska1115 Waiver: The GoalsIntervene earlyIncrease access to community- and regionally-based and culturally appropriate outpatient treatment services Rebalance the current behavioral health system of care to reduce Alaska’s over-reliance on acute, institutional care and shift to more community- or regionally-based careIncrease access to local crisis and community- and regionally-based sub-acute treatment and wrap-around services including step down programs designed to prevent over-utilization of and recidivism to deep-end, acute services Increase access to a comprehensive continuum of SUD services designed to maintain individuals in community settings and to address long-standing gaps in services and needs related to Alaska’s opioid crisis  What is Next?On November 21, DHSS received approval from CMS for the Substance Use Disorder (SUD) portion of the 1115 Behavioral Health Waiver.Implementation Plan finalized and due to be released upon approval from CMS release for the SUD portion of Waiver—end of February 2019.  Re-engage with stakeholders in a Waiver Advisory Group/Continuum of Care workgroup for Mental and Behavioral Health services (the “remaining” portion of the 1115 waiverRegulations - draft/publish May 2019Initiate SUD service delivery—FY 20, or July 2019Concurrently negotiate the Mental health sections of the waiver seeking approval and establishing Implementation Plan – target 6 months (to implement FY 20) How Waiver Will Drive Down CostsUtilize less inpatient, residential, & ED careCommunity-based services (step-up/down & close to home) cost less & have better outcomesUniversal screening ➡ early intervention to identify  & address symptoms before functional problems, implementation of Screening Brief Intervention Referral and TreatmentManage service utilization of acute services using clinical level oversightLeverage exemption from Institute of Mental Disease (IMD) exclusion to allow Medicaid coverage in IMDs for individuals between the ages of 21 and 64 in facilities of 16 beds or moreEvidence-based placement to place in least restrictive level of care.  (Proposed services include Mobile Crisis Response and Assertive Community Treatment)How Waiver will Improve OutcomesFocus on Whole Health, not just Behavioral HealthUniversal screening➡brief interventionFocus on Social Determinants of Health, focus on familiesAddress existing service anomalies, support integration of behavioral health services  other care settingsHow Waiver will Increase Community-based CareWe have begun Infrastructure Analysis to Identify GapsWe will Phase-in community-based services by Waiver Region/YearWe have prioritized services for implementationWe have new Medicaid Provider TypesWe will carefully & thoroughly manage the utilization of acute services & redirect to community-based outpatient services if clinically appropriate    
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1115 Medicaid Waiver Demonstration 
Project Infrastructure Analysis

• Contractors are funded through the Alaska 
Mental Health Trust Authority with staffing 
assistance provided by the Division of Behavioral 
Health and the Office of Children’s Services.

• Project started in January 2019 and visits to 
regional hubs will conclude in May. 

• Behavioral Health service providers are being 
surveyed to determine infrastructure needs to 
provide the proposed services for each of the 
1115 Waiver population groups

• Office of Children’s Services is also participating

DHSS Department Overview
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1115 Population groupsChildren, Adolescents and their Parents or Caretakers with, or at risk of, mental health and substance use disorders; Transitional Age Youth, Adults, and Elderly with acute mental health needs; and, Adolescents, Adults, and Elderly with substance use disorders (SUD))
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Why OCS is being included in the needs 
assessment/gap analysis process:
• A 2017 Federal Audit of Alaska’s child welfare system identified 

that the services that OCS purchases through grants family 
support, preservation and reunification are not adequate and 
additionally, the availability of a continuum of community based 
substance abuse and mental health services needed for 
families in the child welfare system is not adequate.  

• Drawing attention to the unique service needs of child in 
protective services (CPS) involved families. 

• Identifying provider capacity and interest for providing 
prevention services that will be available through the new 
Family First Prevention Services Act.

• Combining these efforts strengthen intradepartmental working 
relationships; and, reduce interruption of services at the 
community level since providers need only set aside time for 
one meeting instead of two.

DHSS Department Overview
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Office of Children’s Services
• To work in partnership with families and 

communities to support the well-being of 
Alaska’s youth and children.

• Natalie Norberg – Director
• 586 Positions

• $167,463.7 ($90,734.6 UGF) – DHSS FY2020 
Operating Budget

DHSS Department Overview
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Increased number of protected services reports and the impacts:OCS continues to see an annual increase in the number Protective Service Reports (PSRs) received by the call center.  Increases in PSRs is our best predicator for the likelihood that the numbers of children in foster care will also increase.Possible reasons for the increased numbers include: Follows a nationwide trend in an increase of foster care removals due to the opioid and meth epidemicAlthough Alcohol remains the #1 substance in removal cases, the expedited disease process of opioid/meth addiction as compared to the slower disease process of alcoholism may account for the sudden spike and increased rates of children in foster care since 2015. OCS Rolled out the statewide hotline in the summer of 2017 and saw a spike in calls after that time, which is consistent with other states that have centralized their call centers.PSR’s are now being consistently documented An increase education and outreach around the centralized intake number may have led to an increase in calls70% of reporters are mandatory reporters, with the majority of calls coming from educators, law enforcement and medical professionals, in that order.



HB 151 Implementation
• All of the new positions appropriated in 2018 have been 

filled at least once
• It takes approximately 6 months for newly hired staff to 

be trained and ready to carry a caseload.  It is too soon 
to see an impact on caseloads from a statewide 
perspective, however we are seeing some successes in 
the Wasilla Office.

• Of the 31 positions that were allocated in 2017, a 
majority the positions went to the Wasilla office

• That office is maintaining caseload caps at around 13 cases;
• We are seeing improved casework outcomes (timely 

caseworker visits, investigations and completed case 
plans)

• Staff Turnover is stabilizing

DHSS Department Overview
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Division of Juvenile Justice
• To hold juvenile offenders accountable for their 

behavior, promote the safety and restoration of 
victims and communities, and assist offenders 
and their families in developing skills to prevent 
crime.

• Tracy Dompeling – Director
• 450 Positions

• $57,013.6 ($54,103.3 UGF) – DHSS FY2020 
Operating Budget

DHSS Department Overview
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DJJ Successes
• Trauma Informed Effective Reinforcement 

(TIERS) Program
• With technical assistance from national experts, 

implemented (TIERS) program at the McLaughlin 
Youth Center, Girls Detention and Treatment Units. 

• The TIERS program is a gender and trauma 
responsive approach to working with female youth.

• In the past 12 months these units have seen a 30% 
reduction in the number of youth restraints per 
month compared to the previous year.

• DJJ job training success

DHSS Department Overview
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 DJJ job training success A young man, I’ll call “William” was adjudicated delinquent and placed at Bethel Youth Facility.William had demonstrated poor school performance and long history of delinquent behavior but identified a goal of becoming a welder. He was enrolled in the Bethel facility’s Workforce Investment and Opportunity Act (WIOA) program and began the path towards achieving his career goal.  DJJ services included career interest and competency assessments, OSHA safety training, and paid work experience at the facility in which he worked as a maintenance technician under the direct supervision of the facility maintenance foreman.William graduated high school while at the Bethel facility.The DJJ WIOA program purchased appropriate workwear and supplies and coordinated with the Department of Labor to co-enroll William in a community based WIOA adult program which provided additional funding to support his enrollment a vocational welding program. After release from DJJ supervision, William obtained employment in the food service industry, and is currently participating in a comprehensive welding training program. 



Division of Public Assistance
• To promote self-sufficiency and provide for basic 

living expenses for Alaskans in need.
• Shawnda O’Brien – Director
• 597 Positions

• $224,722.8 ($76,829.7 UGF) – DHSS FY2020 
Operating Budget

DHSS Department Overview
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DPA Updates
• Backlog

• Highest Point – 28,991 on June 12, 2017
• 12 months ago – 20,157
• Current – 9,995

• Out-stationing 5 staff at ANMC
• Took less than 8 weeks of development
• Could be replicated if successful with outcomes

• Modernization efforts

DHSS Department Overview
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Status of Backlogplan of focus to address backlogThe division has already begun effort to procure an Electronic Document Management system.Prioritize the technology efforts and business process effort in the division to align all resources to accomplish specific items to be out of backlog within 12 months.Staff Retention through improved morale, training delivery and process and system enhancements.Customer Service delivery through staff retention, system enhancements and technology based improvements for applications, notices, etc.  Update on the new positions that were added in the FY 19 budgetWhere were they locatedMost positions were located to Wasilla where we have the most office space.   All but 8 have been filled and they are in the process of being recruited.  



Division of Health Care Services
• To provide health coverage to Alaskans in need.
• Margaret Brodie – Director
• 123 Positions

• $21,458.0 ($8,238.5 UGF) – DHSS FY2020 
Operating Budget

DHSS Department Overview
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Senior & Disabilities Services
• To promote health, well-being and safety for 

individuals with disabilities, seniors and 
vulnerable adults by facilitating access to quality 
services and supports that foster independence, 
personal choice and dignity.

• Deb Etheridge – Acting Director
• 175 Positions

• $61,084.3 ($36,561.4 UGF) – DHSS FY2020 
Operating Budget

DHSS Department Overview
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Division of Public Health
• To protect and promote the health of Alaskans.
• Merry Carlson – Director
• 427 Positions

• $126,201.6 ($40,713.8 UGF) – DHSS FY2020 
Operating Budget

DHSS Department Overview
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November 30th Earthquake Response
DHSS Emergency Operations Center (EOC)

• Following the November 30th

Earthquake, the DHSS EOC activated 
immediately, gathered status 
information from healthcare facilities 
in the Anchorage, Mat-Su, and Kenai 
Peninsula regions, and facilitated the 
first healthcare statewide 
teleconference within 3 hours of the 
earthquake occurring. 

• Teleconferences continued to occur 
regularly during the following days to 
ensure that the healthcare system had 
access to updated, verified information.

DHSS Department Overview
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Highlights of Other DHSS EOC 2018 Health ResponsesJanuary 2018:  7.9 Earthquake and Tsunami WarningHealth facility information gathering and telephonic support to evacuating hospitalSeptember 2018:  Hurricane Florence TeamResponded to request for support from North Carolina. Major flooding response, provided Public Health Nurses and Alaska Respond Nurse volunteers for mass care sheltersSeptember 2018:  Mt. Veniaminof Volcanic EruptionsDeployed respirators based upon requests from communities of Chignik and PerryvilleOctober 2018: Critical Incident Stress Management Teams (CISM)Coordinated with Chaplains to deploy CISM teams in response to incidents in 3 different communities across AlaskaCISM provides critical stress debriefing for first responders so they can continue serving their communities



November 30th Earthquake response
DHSS Emergency Operations Center (EOC)

DHSS Department Overview

• EOC fulfilled multiple resource requests to 
assist communities with health response. 
Most requests focused upon the deployment 
of behavioral health personnel. Deployment 
locations included offices as well as schools 
in both Anchorage and Mat-Su.

• EOC continues to support earthquake 
recovery efforts through coordinated work 
with the Division of Senior and Disabilities 
Services, Division of Behavioral Health, and 
other key state and local agencies.

Picture:  Crisis Canines responding to state office building to 
support returning employees
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Addressing Alaska’s Opioid Epidemic
• Since the disaster declaration (February 2017) the Alaska opioid response 

incident command system and the State of Alaska has secured over $35 
million dollars in federal grants to addresses the opioid epidemic by providing 
community based services and grants focusing on prevention, treatment, and 
recovery, that contributes to the substance use disorder continuum of care.

Overdose Death Reductions (Numbers below are preliminary) 
• In 2018 a 26% decrease in drug overdoses (104) occurred compared to 

2017 (141).
• In 2018 a 36% decrease in opioid overdoses (included prescription opioids 

and heroin)(64) occurred compared to 2017 (100).
• In 2018 a 67% decrease in fentanyl overdoses (9) occurred compared to 

2017 (28).
• Reductions across the board for all drug overdoses can be contributed to the 

increased distribution of naloxone (overdose reversal medication), increase in 
drug reduction and disposal demand, education and awareness, and 
enforcement efforts. All requiring a cross sectorial collaboration from local, 
tribal, state, federal, and non-governmental organizations. 

DHSS Department Overview
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Tribal Health Reclaiming Efforts
What is Tribal Reclaiming?
• Tribal Medicaid beneficiary claims have been 

reimbursed at 100% federal match for services 
provided by or through a tribal health facility.

• State Health Official Letter #16-002; 2/26/16 
distribution requiring 3 elements: 

• Care Coordination Agreements
• Referrals
• Exchange of Records

DHSS Department Overview
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 State Health Official Letter from 2.26.16 requires 3 elements; CCA, referral validations, exchange of records Originally strategized high dollar/low volume claims and started with Hospitals, transportation, and complex case managed adults and kids, then moved on to LTC, pharmacy, RPTC, etc The Department needed to partner with Tribal Health Orgs to assist with the CCAs, referral validations and exchange of records.  In order to do so, the Department agreed to 3 State Plan Amendments: to reimburse community health aides at a set rate, increase tribal accommodation rates to the federal per diem, and allow tribal health organizations to do tribal travel arranging               Community Health Aide levels I-IV and Practitioner level as well as Behavioral Health Aides I-IV = over $45mil per SFY since 7.1.17               Tribal Travel arranging at TCC, YKHC, ANTHC at over 1000 travel per week = Over $15mil per year                Tribal accommodations rates at the federal per diem for over 500 beds = over $12mil increase  Care coordination agreements =  1596 total  Referral verifications = average 24% per quarter Challenges causing low referral verifications: Lack of consistent EHRs and HIE between providers, Freedom of choice for providers and AI/AN self-selecting out of the tribal system, Inaccurate addresses in AI/AN Medicaid beneficiary eligibility information, Low volume of validated referrals from the tribal health organizations, Limited partnership by non-tribal providers signing CCAs. Requires a lot of discussion with ASHNHA, ABHA, AADD, AKPharmacy, etc



3 Year Snapshot of Efforts
• SFY17: Look at high dollar/low volume claims to meet target:

• Transportation (air and ground ambulance, travel broker services)
• Hospital inpatient/outpatient, case managed complex kids 
• Accurate IHS Coding in MMIS

• SFY18: Continue to add care coordination agreements and 
strategize 

• Continue with services from SFY17 plus:
• Pharmacy, Long-Term Care, Out of State Residential Psychiatric Treatment 

Facilities
• Tribal Providers in Non-Tribal Facilities
• Non-IHS Mothers with IHS Newborns

• SFY19
• Continue with services from SFY17 and SFY18 plus:
• Waiver Services 
• Service Authorizations with date spans on travel itineraries 
• Optical Services

DHSS Department Overview
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Savings 
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SFY ORIGINAL TARGET ADDITIONAL FMAP ACHIEVED 
SFY17 $ 32,000,000.00 $ 34,781,839.28 
SFY18 $ 42,000,000.00 $ 45,186,960.05 

SFY19 $ 84,000,000.00 $ 44,275,209.18 

Grand Total $ 158,000,000.00 $ 124,244,008.51 

** Note: Total Additional FMAP achieved for SFY19 only includes two quarters to date



Thank You
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Promoting and protecting the health and 
well-being of Alaskans
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